The Lamb

AudioBook CD

How do we explain the gospel to children in a way they can
understand? How can we explain their need for a Saviour without
watering down the details? How can we hold their attention
long enough to explain what the Bible is all about?
The Lamb AudioBook takes children on a journey through
the heart of the Bible’s message. Starting with the creation of
the universe, two readers explain key biblical concepts: Who
is God? What is God like? What is sin? Where did evil come
from? Why do we need a Saviour? The audiobook concludes
with a clear explanation of the identity of Jesus and his amazing
provision as our Saviour.

Designed to give away:
This AudioBook CD can be given away like a gospel
tract. Children can then learn the Bible’s message
on their own.

Designed for use at home or on trips:

Features:
Chronological: Begins with the creation of the
universe, and then progressing sequentially
through key Old Testament stories, it moves
into the New Testament to reveal the meaning
of the cross and the tomb.

The story on the CD with accompanying songs,
is compelling and perfect for listening at home
or in the car.

Lays a foundation: The creation-to-the-cross
approach helps put the entire Bible in context.
Helps children understand the overall message
of the Bible without confusion.

Details:

Accurate presentation of the gospel:
Complex issues such as death, sin, evil and
God’s provision are sensitively presented in
a way that children can understand.

AudioBook format: CD
AudioBook duration: approximately 60 minutes

Appropriate for these audiences:

For prices, please check our web stores:

Enjoyed by all, created for ages five and up.
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Assumes no prior knowledge of the Bible.

Also Available: Book, Story DVD, Translations
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